
The telephone has long been a very effective tool in direct marketing fundraising. Even in
today’s increasingly digital world, a one-on-one conversation with a donor can be an
emotionally powerful way to communicate for non-profit organizations. 

The telecom ecosystem and its associated regulations are changing at an unprecedented
rate, and non-profit fundraising has not been exempt from the negative consequences of
these changes. Efforts to protect wireless subscribers from unwanted calls across the
wireless carrier network have negatively impacted fundraising efforts, causing a lack of
trust in incoming calls from unknown or spam-labeled phone numbers, disrupting
nonprofits’ goal completion.

By establishing an organization as a Verified Identity for the purpose of legitimate
business purposes across the wireless calling ecosystem, and registering phone numbers
to this Verified Identity, an organization can protect the reputation of its calls from
improper classification as Spam or Fraud, thus increasing the likelihood of the calls being
trusted, answered, and converted to successful goal completion.
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P U R P O S E

The purpose of this case study is to
determine how calls originating from
a Verified Identity dialing outbound
on registered phone numbers
perform when compared to calls
originating from an unknown source
using unregistered or unidentified
phone numbers.

A P P R O A C H

Evaluate outbound calling activity
over a period of 10 days

Evaluate 200K+ total mobile outbound
dials as a survey size

Measure KPIs on calls placed to all
major wireless cellular network
subscribers



Registration 
Status

K P I ' s  M E A S U R E D

Do live connect
rates increase?

Connect % Complete % 
If connect rates increase,
does this translate to
increased completion rates?

Gift % 
If donors trust who is
calling, are they more
likely to pledge a gift?

R E S U L T S

Connects Connect% Completes Complete% Gifts Gift%

Unregistered

Registered

106,344

103,270

5,388

5,943

5.07%

Dials

5.75%

1,434

1,674

26.61%

28.17%

45

60

3.14%

3.58%

C A L L E R   P R O F I L E   &   S E T - U P
The calling entity featured in this case study is a large international relief and
development agency that focuses on helping children. 

Dialing for this organization is managed by MDS Communications, one of the nation’s
largest telephone fundraising providers.

2Visit https://www.mdscom.com/ to improve your fundraising campaign successes.

https://www.mdscom.com/


B U S I N E S S   C A S E   F O R   I D E N T I T Y   V E R I F I C A T I O N   

&  P H O N E   N U M B E R   R E G I S T R A T I O N

Based on the success of the single calling entity
featured in this case study analysis, MDS structured
projections to determine how the completion of
Identity Verification and Phone Number Registration
across a wider cross-section of its supported client
base may translate into additional revenue for the
business. 

If similar increases in completion rate achieved within
this case study were achieved across additional
clients, estimating 1,800 total additional call
completions across total client count, at $3 generated
per completion, an additional $5,400 per day in
revenue would be generated. This can be projected to
achieve an additional $29,700 per week and
$1,544,400 increased revenue per year, all without an
increase in agent hours or agent talent.

Projected business impact
achieved through Identity

Verification and Phone
Number Reputation

$1,544,400
increased revenue per year

without an increase in agent
hours or agent talent*

*assuming comparable improvements to
connect, complete, and gift rates measured
within this evaluation period as achieved by
the featured calling entity managed by MDS
for the purpose of this case study

A B O U T   T H I S   C A S E   S T U D Y

This case study has been compiled through the leadership and
collaboration of MDS, in partnership with Numeracle. As a strategic
partner to Numeracle, MDS provides, to its customers, Identity
Verification and Phone Number Registration services to protect the
reputation of phone numbers used for outbound fundraising efforts,
and to improve the connect, complete, and gift rates of the campaigns
in operation.
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MDS provides a complete array of telephone fundraising services for non-profit
organizations and works hard to constantly implement new strategies and work towards
better results for its clients. To learn how MDS may improve the trustworthiness and
effectiveness of your fundraising efforts, contact Jay Mount, President of MDS
Communications, at 602-687-1729, or visit https://www.mdscom.com/.

This Case Study was compiled by MDS Communications and Numeracle.

https://www.numeracle.com/
https://www.numeracle.com/about/partners
https://www.numeracle.com/about/partners
https://www.numeracle.com/solutions/verified-identity
https://www.numeracle.com/solutions/number-reputation
https://www.mdscom.com/

